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Abstract
Hard-magnetic soft materials are a class of magneto-active polymers (MAPs) where the fillers are composed
of hard-magnetic (magnetised) particles. These materials present complex magneto-mechanical couplings,
which require the development of modelling frameworks in understanding their responses at the very beginning of conceptualisation and design. Most of the current constitutive approaches available in the literature
for hard-magnetic MAPs do not consider dipole-dipole interactions of the embedded particles. However,
such interactions among the magnetised particles generate internal forces within the composite that need
to be balanced by mechanical stress from the polymeric matrix networks. This fact may imply an initial
stretch of the polymeric network and suggests that such dipole-dipole interactions may be important during
the MAP deformation process. To address these crucial points, in this contribution, we propose a novel
constitutive model relating microstructural characteristics of hard-magnetic MAPs. The model accounts for
polymeric network pre-stretch, dipole-dipole interactions, Zeeman effect as well as viscous mechanisms
which are formulated on the finite deformation theory. The results obtained herein highlight the importance
of accounting for the dipole-dipole interactions and the polymeric network pre-stretch to understand the
complex magneto-mechanically coupled behaviour of hard-magnetic MAPs.
Keywords: Magneto-active polymers (MAP), Magneto-mechanics, Magnetic pre-stretch, Hard-magnetics,
Microstructural model, Finite deformations

1. Introduction

5

Magneto-active polymers (MAPs) are a class of composite materials that mechanically respond to external
magnetic stimuli. Such a response upon the action of a contactless stimuli can translate into the mechanical
deformation of the MAP, changing its geometrical features, or into an alteration of its rheological properties
such as stiffness and viscosity [5, 7, 8, 9]. The nature of MAP responses as a result of the magnetic stimulation largely relies on the composite internal constituents. Note that MAPs are composed of two main
ingredients: a polymeric matrix and a fraction of micron-sized magnetic particles. Under the application
of a magnetic field, the particles respond to the field leading to torques, attractions, and repulsive forces
within the composite. These internal forces are balanced by mechanical stress from the polymeric matrix
∗
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deformation. Therefore, the nature of both polymeric matrix and magnetic particles, as well as their spatial distribution within the MAP composites, fully determines their magneto-mechanical behaviour. The
polymeric matrices are ranging from very soft hydrogels to stiff thermoplastics, although in most cases the
composites consist of elastomeric materials [11, 12, 21]. As expected, softer matrices result in higher mechanical deformations under the application of a magnetic field. Moreover, the type of magnetic particles
determines the nature of the interactions between particles and with the external magnetic field. Depending
on their magnetisation behaviour, these particles can be classified into two major groups, i.e., soft-magnetic
and hard-magnetic particles [30, 31, 46].
Most of the published works to date either on experimental characterizations or computational modelling
are mainly focused on MAPs manufactured with soft-magnetic particles. These particles present a low magnetic coercivity and upon removal of the applied magnetic field, they will be fully de-magnetised. When the
particles are distributed within the MAP and no external magnetic field is applied, they play the same role as
of other fillers used in traditional particle-filled composites. However, under the application of a magnetic
field, the particles are magnetised resulting into dipole-dipole interactions between them. These internal
magnetic forces are then balanced by mechanical stress from the polymeric phase, which leads to mechanical deformations within the MAP. When the external magnetic field is switched off, the particles come back
to a non-magnetised state recovering the initial shape of the MAP (assuming a purely elastic nature of the
underlying polymeric matrix). These materials thus allow for the remote control of their shape and mechanical properties. Such a salient feature has made soft-magnetic MAPs as excellent candidates for applications
in soft robotics, shape morphing structures, and biomedical fields such as controlled drug delivery, see for
example [25, 31, 43]. For an exhaustive review on experimental study of MAPs, see Bastola and Hossain [4].
Very recently, hard-magnetic MAPs (hMAPs) have become one of the most promising advanced smart materials within materials and mechanics research community. A hard-magnetic MAP consists of a polymeric
matrix filled with particles that have a very high magnetic coercivity [30]. When these particles are exposed
to a high enough magnetic field, they can easily reach their magnetisation saturation. Even if the external
magnetic field is switched off, the particles will still present a significant magnetic remanence. This characteristic implies that hard-magnetic particles may inherit magnetisation with a different direction than the
external magnetic field. In such a scenario, apart from dipole-dipole interactions, magnetic particles will
also introduce torques within the MAP as they trend to align along the externally applied magnetic field
direction. A pioneering work in the area is due to Zhao and co-workers [31]. In the work, they developed
an additively manufacturing technique for printing filaments of hMAPs with a controlled residual magnetic
flux along the filament direction. Thus, intricate magnetisation patterns can be imposed within a structural
component to design programmable mechanical responses to magnetic stimuli. Other recent relevant works
in this field can be consulted in Refs. [35, 32, 52, 1, 34, 49]. However, the advance in the field requires reliable modelling frameworks to help at the conceptualisation and design of hMAPs, as these materials present
complex magneto-mechanical responses. A clear example of this need can be found in the recent work by
Wang et al. [48], where the authors present an evolutionary design strategy by integrating theoretical modeling and the genetic algorithm. Zhao and co-authors [54] formulated a constitutive model to account for
interactions between external magnetic fields and hard-magnetic particles within a finite deformation framework, which was extended further by Garcia-Gonzalez [16] to incorporate viscous deformation mechanisms
associated to the polymeric component. The formulation was also followed to propose a nonlinear theory
for hard-magnetic elastica, allowing thus for accurate prediction of magnetic-induced large deflections in
hard-magnetic beams [47]. Regarding the micromechanical modelling of hMAPs, it has been tackled by
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finite element (FE) models that incorporate the explicit definition of the composite phases, i.e., the particles
and the polymeric matrix [41, 53, 40]. In addition, this microstructural modelling has also been approached
by molecular dynamics simulations [44]. Another interesting approach is due to Ye et al. [51]. In this work,
the authors developed a computational framework, called ”Magttice”, to model hMAPs with the combinations of FE scheme and lattice models.
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When analysing the current state-of-the-art on hard-magnetic MAPs’ modelling, we find some questions
are not solved yet. One point of discussion is the relation between the spatial and material forms of magnetisation vector. Most of the previous approaches presented a given relation that modulates the material
magnetisation by both rotation and stretch tensors of the deformation gradient [54, 16, 47]. However, recent
computational works conducted by Danas and co-workers [39, 40] suggested that the stretch tensor does not
affect the current magnetization response, which is in agreement with previous experimental observations
[15]. Furthermore, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no lattice-based finite strain model accounting for dipole-dipole interactions between hard-magnetic particles as well as their interaction with an
external field. In hMAPs, the particles are initially polarised (magnetically). This implies that dipole-dipole
interactions between particles may result into MAP pre-stretch and may play a role in the mechanical response of the composite even under a null external magnetic field. This current work aims at addressing
these questions from a microstructural perspective. To this end, we propose a novel constitutive model taking microstructural characteristics of hMAPs into account. The model is formulated in finite deformation
settings and accounts for polymeric network pre-stretch, dipole-dipole interactions, Zeeman effect (interaction of magnetised particles with external magnetic field) and viscous mechanisms. After presenting the
constitutive formulation and its numerical implementation, we use the model to analyse the importance of
accounting for dipole-dipole interactions and polymeric network pre-stretch in hMAPs.

2. General magneto-mechanical constitutive framework
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2.1. Kinematics and magnetic variables
In general, MAPs are highly deformable composites that stand for significant geometrical changes. To
account for such large deformations and to express consistently the various kinematic quantities, we need
to differentiate between the material B0 and spatial configurations Bt . For this, the points of a body in the
material coordinates X are designated as B0 . Then, these points can be moved onto the spatial coordinates
x in Bt through the nonlinear deformation map χ. This mapping process is intrinsically linked to the
definition of the deformation gradient F as
F = Grad χ;

J := det F > 0.

(1)

Other relevant kinematics quantities such as the left and the right Cauchy-Green tensors b and C, respectively, can be derived from the deformation gradient as
b := F F T ,

90

C := F T F .

(2)

h

m

The main variables in magneto-mechanics are the magnetic field , magnetisation , and magnetic induction in the spatial configuration, while
and are the magnetic field and magnetic induction, respectively, in the material configuration. These key variables in the two different configurations are related

b

H

B

3

by

H = hF ,

B = J bF −T .

(3)

According to previous works [29, 13, 14], it can be concluded that there is non-uniqueness in the Lagrangian
form of the magnetization variable . For instance, the computational work conducted by Danas and
coworkers [39, 40] demonstrated that the pre-stretch does not affect the current magnetization response,
which is in agreement with experimental observations [15]. This fact suggests that the magnitude of the
magnetisation does not change with stretch (U ) but only with the rigid body rotation (R) as

m
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m = RM,
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(4)

where is the initial magnetisation (residual magnetisation in the case of hMAPs) expressed in the material
configuration and R = F U −1 as per the polar decomposition of the deformation gradient. This assumption
has been recently evaluated by Danas and co-authors [40] for hard-magnetic MAPs demonstrating it from
numerical homogenisation approaches. Note that the overall magnetisation of the material is only due to the
magnetic particles as it is null within the polymeric matrix. Then, this variable is related to the summation
of the magnetisations from the different particles in the volume evaluated. In MAPs, the magnetic particles
are much stiffer than the matrix leading to deformations within the polymeric matrix but not to significant
deformation within the particles, which only experience rigid body rotations.
2.2. Balance laws in the material configuration

H

The governing equations for the magnetic field
and the magnetic induction
follow Maxwell’s equations, which, in the material configuration, are defined as
Curl
110

H = 0,

Div

B = 0,

B in magneto-mechanics
(5)

where, Curl and Div denote the corresponding differential operators with respect to the position vectors X
in B0 . Note that if we derive
from a scalar potential ϕ, the governing equation (5)1 is automatically
satisfied, i.e.,
= −Gradϕ, in B0 .
(6)

H

H

It can be convenient to express the stress quantities either in the form of Cauchy stress σ defined in the
spatial configuration, which is related to the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P as
P = JσF −T .

(7)
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2.3. Constitutive equations
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In the case of isothermal processes, the strain energy function (per unit reference volume) of MAPs including
time-dependent viscous responses can be expressed as a function of the deformation gradient (F ), an internal
variable incorporating viscous response (F v = F −e F ), and a magnetic variable such as magnetic induction
( ), i.e., Ψ (F , F v , ). Furthermore, the total energy function incorporating the contributions of the freespace in a magneto-mechanical problem can de expressed as

B

B

B

B

B

B

Ω(F , F v , ) = Ψ(F , F v , ) + M0∗ (F , ),

B B

(8)

1
where, M0∗ (F , ) := − 2Jµ
[C ] · is the component associated to the free space in the material config0
uration. The second law of thermodynamics in the form of Clausius-Duhem inequality becomes [10, 36]

4

H · Ḃ − Ω̇ ≥ 0,
∂Ω
∂Ω
P : Ḟ + pF −T : Ḟ + H · Ḃ −
: Ḟ −
∂F
∂F

δ0 = P : Ḟ + pF −T : Ḟ +
=

(9)
: Ḟv −

v
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B Ḃ ≥ 0.

∂Ω
:
∂

(10)

Note that the term related to p (a Lagrange multiplier associated to the hydrostatic pressure) is included to
impose the incompressibility condition frequently used in the case of modelling rubber-like materials [28,
42]. By applying the so-called Coleman-Noll argumentation [10], the constitutive equations can consistently
be derived as
∂Ω
∂Ω
P = −pF −T +
,
=
.
(11)
∂F
∂

H

B

∂Ω
− ∂F
v
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: Ḟv ≥ 0 adds a consistency condition to define an evolution equation for Fv
The remaining term
in the following section. For more details on fundamental equations of magneto-mechanics, readers are
referred to our recent publications [16, 24], Bustamante et al. [6], and Griffiths [20], Maugin [36].
3. Microstructural-based constitutive formulation for hard-magnetic soft materials
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In this section, a constitutive formulation to define the magneto-mechanical behaviour of hard-magnetic soft
materials at finite strains is devised. The formulation evaluates first the initial state of MAPs providing the
mechanical balance between dipole-dipole interactions of the magnetised hard-particles and the polymeric
network. Then, a microstructural-based model is presented accounting for non-linearities, dipole-dipole
interactions, Zeeman effect, and time-dependent viscous mechanisms.
3.1. Conceptualisation of the model
Hard-magnetic composites

Ω
F

Micro-mechanics

Macro-mechanics

Ω
Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the hard-magnetic MAP’s physics from macro- to micro-scales. Under null external magnetic
field, the magnetised particles interact by means of dipole-dipole internal forces. After the application of an external magnetic
field, these particles orient themself along the field direction due to an internal torque. Due to the microstructural deformations and
changes in the particles’ orientations, the dipole-dipole interactions also change.

For the manufacturing of hMAPs, the particles are usually subjected to a strong magnetic field during the
curing process which helps reaching their saturation magnetisation and thus leading to a magnetic remanence
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(i.e., a residual magnetic flux density). If the magnetic coercivity of the particles is high enough, these can
withstand external magnetic fields without demagnetising. In such a scenario, when the MAP is exposed
to an external magnetic field (note that this is the second time applied field, not the one applied during the
curing process), the particles will tend to align along the field direction resulting into internal torques within
the polymeric matrix (Figure 1). Therefore, the response of the MAP depends on a mechanical balance
between external loads, the stress contribution from the deformation of the polymeric network, the magnetic
dipole-dipole interactions between the particles and the magnetic torques arising from the aforementioned
interaction between the magnetised particles and the external field (due to the Zeeman energy [33]).
An important point for the conceptualisation of this work relies on the nature of the manufacturing process.
In this regard, two main scenarios can be envisaged. The first manufacturing option consists in filling a
polymeric matrix with non-magnetised particles. For low and moderate external magnetic fields, these particles will be magnetised and, when the field is removed, they will be fully de-magnetised. These type of
MAPs can be produced either as homogenised composites or MAPs with a preferred direction. In the latter
case, a magnetic field is applied during the curing process [22, 23]. After the curing and solidification, a
strong magnetic field can be applied to MAPs until reaching the magnetic saturation and, if the particles
have a high enough coercivity, these will present a given magnetic remanence. Such magneto-mechanically
coupled scenarios can be modelled following our recently proposed microstructural-based approach by introducing magnetic hysteresis in a ”plastic-like” fashion [18]. The model can simulate the evolution of the
MAP deformation state during the magnetisation process accounting for dipole-dipole interactions between
particles until reaching the saturation, and provides the final deformation and magnetic state of the MAP.
Note that the aforementioned homogenised MAPs can also be synthesised using already magnetised particles without applying any magnetic during the curing process. For such a hard-magnetic composite, our
previously proposed model [18] can be used just by adding a torque term in the energy function as proposed
by Zhao and co-workers [54].
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Now, we want to develop a constitutive model for hard-magnetic soft composites in which a second way of
the manufacturing method is considered. In this case, a strong external magnetic field is applied during the
curing process of MAPs embedded with hard-magnetic particles. Such a composite can be produced either
using a traditional synthesis process or using an advanced additive manufacturing/3D printing technique,
e.g. the 3D printing technique proposed by Zhao group [54]. In the latter case, the (hard) magnetic particles
will align along the applied magnetic field direction leading to chain-like distributions. Most importantly,
during the curing process, the magnetisation that the particles will develop will not be de-magnetised even
after the removal of the applied field. This magnetisation is called the magnetic remanence or the residual
magnetisation. The resulting MAP after curing, even under null external mechanical and magnetic conditions (i.e., stress-free conditions), presents a given reference volume with a corresponding homogenised
deformation state given by F = I (with I being the second order unit tensor). However, hard-magnetic
particles have a remanent magnetisation which implies some dipole-dipole interactions leading to internal
magnetic stress within the composite. This magnetic stress needs, therefore, to be balanced by the deformation of the polymeric network part of the composite. As a consequence, although the resulting MAP as
a whole can be conceptualised as a non-deformed solid, its microstructural phases present some pre-stretch
components. Note that such a polymeric network deformation will strongly depend on the curing time scale
and the ease of particles’ motion within the uncured matrix. In the following, we present a novel constitutive framework to account for such pre-stretch conditions along with the main relevant magneto-mechanical
mechanisms playing a role in hMAPs manufactured under a magnetic field during the curing process.
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3.2. Magneto-mechanical balance at reference configuration: initial pre-stretch field
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The current approaches in the literature consider MAPs as initially relaxed materials in which the magnetic
particles are distributed within a non-stretched polymeric network. This assumption is completely valid
for MAPs reinforced with soft-magnetic particles (e.g., carbonyl iron particles). Such particles present null
magnetic polarisation under a null external magnetic field. If a magnetic field is applied after the solidification process, the magnetisation of soft-magnetic particles evolves leading to internal repulsive/attraction
forces that result into the overall deformation of the MAP. However, when the MAP is reinforced with
hard-magnetic particles that are aligned during the solidification process, there exists initial magnetisation
in the composite which will create some internal magnetic forces. This effect has indirectly been observed
in molecular dynamic simulations and is directly derived by the nature of magnetised particles and dipoledipole interactive forces [44]. It implies that, for a hMAP, even in the initial equilibrium (without any
external mechanical or magnetic load), the polymeric network must undergo some pre-stretches to fulfil the
mechanical balance compensating the magnetic forces with a polymeric pre-stress.
However, most of the currently available constitutive models for hMAPs do not consider the aforementioned
physical consistency. Hence, we devise a coupled constitutive formulation on the basis of two deformation
gradient tensors: the total deformation tensor of the hMAP (F ); and the microstructural deformation tensor
of the polymeric network (Fpn ). For purely elastic-recoverable deformation processes, both tensors are
0 ), whose physical meaning relates to the inverse of the initial stretch
related by a pre-deformation tensor (Fpn
state of the polymeric network, as
0
F = Fpn Fpn
.

(12)

However, due to the viscoelastic nature of the underlying polymeric matrix, the deformation gradient can
present certain viscous contribution. In such a scenario, the components of the polymeric network deformation gradient will further be decomposed as
210

0
e
v 0
F = Fpn Fpn
= Fpn
Fpn
Fpn

(13)

e and F v are elastic and viscous contributions of the polymeric network deformation gradient,
where, Fpn
pn
respectively. Therefore, the mechanical contribution to the energy potential associated to the polymeric
network component can directly be written by means of
−0
Fpn = F Fpn
e
−0 −v
Fpn
= F Fpn
Fpn .
215

(14)

Details on the numerical computation of this tensor for specific distribution and properties of the magnetic
particles within the polymeric matrix are provided in Section 3.4.

3.3. Magneto-mechanical constitutive formulation
220

The constitutive formulation is conceptualised as the combination of the microstructural contributions of
the polymeric network and the hard-magnetic particles. The vacuum permeability of the free space term
M0∗ (F , ) is assumed negligible [37]. To facilitate the definition of the different magneto-mechanical
responses of MAP, we devise a total Helmholtz free energy function (Ψ) as the addition of mechanical

B

7

(Ψmech ) and magnetic (Ψmag ) terms, i.e.,
v
Ψ F , Fpn
,
225

B = Ψmech

B


v
F , Fpn
+ Ψmag (F , ) .

(15)

0 is not an independent variable, the complete definition of the problem
Note that, although the tensor Fpn
requires the computation of the pre-deformation tensor of the polymeric network from the initial magnetomechanical properties. Similarly, the complete definition of the problem also requires the local magnetisation of the hard-magnetic particles ( ) and their spatial distribution. These potential energy definitions
can further be decomposed into the specific mechanical and magnetic responses. To this end, the total
mechanical energy function is divided as


v
v
Ψmech F , Fpn
= Ψemech (F ) + Ψvmech F , Fpn
(16)

M

230

where, Ψemech is an equilibrium component (i.e., purely elastic and rate-independent term) and Ψvmech is a
non-equilibrium component (i.e., viscous and rate-dependent term). Regarding the magnetic contribution, it
can be decomposed into two terms

B

B

z
Ψmag (F , ) = Ψd-d
mag (F ) + Ψmag (F , )
235

(17)

where, Ψd-d
mag represents the magnetic potential related to the so-called dipole-dipole interactions and must
depend on the particles’ magnetisation upon an external magnetic field and spatial distribution as a result
of mechanical and magnetic loads; and Ψzmag represents the potential function related to the hard-magnetic
response, i.e., Zeeman potential energy due to the application of an external field on an already magnetised solid (magnetisation induced during the curing process) [33]. The physical meaning of these two
contributions is explained in Section 3.1 and further detailed in the following sections.
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3.3.1. Mechanical strain energy functions and stress derivation
The mechanical contribution to the free energy has to account for the overall response of the MAP considering both polymeric network and magnetic particles. To this end, the polymeric network is defined as
visco-hyperelastic in nature while the magnetic particles contribute to the apparent stiffness of the purely hyperelastic response. Therefore, according to Eqn (16), the mechanical free energy can be decomposed into a
rate-independent (elastic) contribution accounting for both polymeric network and magnetic particles components, and a rate-dependent (viscous) contribution accounting only for the polymeric network. Note that
according to Section 3.2, to fulfil the mechanical balance condition, the polymeric network must be initially
pre-stretched to compensate the dipole-dipole interactions of the hard-magnetic particles that are induced
during the curing process under an external magnetic field. Therefore, the mechanical free energies must
be expressed by means of the actual polymeric network deformation gradient Fpn and the corresponding
e . These elastic and viscous mechanical potentials are defined,
elastic part of the deformation gradient, Fpn
respectively, using a physically-motivated microstructural approach proposed by Arruda and Boyce (also
know as the 8-chain model) [2] as

Ψvmech

Ψemech (F )

=

v
F , Fpn

Ψvmech



=

Ψemech

Fpn

e
Fpn





K
i
X
Ck h k
k
= [1 − φ] G
I
−
3
1,h
N k−1
k=1 e
e

K
i
X
Ck h e k
k
[I
]
−
3
,
= [1 − φ] G
1
k−1
N
v
k=1
v

8

(18)
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with Ge and Gv being the shear moduli for the elastic and viscous responses, respectively, Ne and Nv being
the number
 ofKuhn segments per polymer chain for the elastic and viscous networks, respectively, and
e
e T F e . The term φ refers to the particles’ volume fraction. Moreover, the summation is
I1 = tr Fpn
pn

 1 11 19
519
. The influence of
, 1050 , 7000 , 673750
defined by taking up to five terms, i.e., [C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 ] = 21 , 20
the magnetic particles on the MAP mechanical response is considered by modifying the first invariant I1 to
I1,h as
I1,h = X [I1 − 3] + 3
 

T
where, I1 = tr Fpn Fpn and X is an application factor defined as:

(19)

X = 1 + 0.67gφ + 1.62 [gφ]2

(20)

where, g is a factor describing the asymmetric nature of the aggregated clusters, see Alshammari et al. [3].
From the mechanical potentials presented in Eqn (18), mechanical parts (elastic and viscous components)
of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor become

v
Pmech
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#
"
K
e
X
∂Ψ
kC
k k−1
e
−0
mech −0
Pmech
=
Fpn = [1 − φ] 2XGe
I
Fpn Fpn
k−1 1,h
∂F
N
k=1 e
"
#
K
X kCk
∂Ψvmech −0 −v
k−1
e
−0 −v
Fpn Fpn = [1 − φ] 2Gv
[I e ]
Fpn
Fpn
Fpn .
=
k−1 1
∂F
N
v
k=1

(21)

Note that for consistency, these stress tensors must depend on the actual polymeric network deformation
gradient instead of the overall MAP deformation gradient. Thus, the mechanical contribution to stress derived directly from the microstructural components and their relative responses.

3.3.2. Magnetic strain energy functions and stress derivations
The magnetic potential per unit volume is defined considering the contribution of two main responses:
the dipole-dipole interactions of the magnetisable particles; and the interaction of these magnetised particles with the applied magnetic field. The dipole-dipole interaction contribution to the energy potential,
Ψd-d
mag (F ), is described following a modification of our recently proposed model for finite strains as (see
Garcia-Gonzalez and Hossain [18] for complete derivations and further details)
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" 
N
2 X
3 [R
µ
φ
o
Ψd-d
mag (F ) = −
4π γ

M] · F Ri0 [RM] · F Ri0 − [RM] · [RM]
F Ri0

i=1

F Ri0

3

(22)

where µ0 is the relative permeability of the vacuum, Ri0 is a dimensionless distance between particles, and
the term γ is added to account for the number of particles per representative lattice selected (see [26] for
similar approaches). Note that, contrary to our previous model for soft-magnetic particles, the magnetisation
vector
is not a field variable but a constant due to the nature of hard-magnetic particles. In addition, this
energy term depends now only on the total deformation gradient F , which determines the current relative

M
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5

#

9

position of the magnetic particles with respect to the relative position in the reference configuration (related
to Ri0 ). Regarding the contribution of the hard-magnetic particles’ interaction with the applied magnetic
field, internal torques will be generated as the particles will try to align along the applied field direction.
This contribution can be written as
290

B

Ψzmag (F , ) = −R

M · F B.

(23)

Note that the formulation used by Zhao and co-authors [54] has been modified to account for the consideration that magnetisation depends only on the rigid body rotation but not on the stretch part of the deformation
gradient. This aspect is important as here
represents the magnetisation of the particles (which does not
stand for significant deformations), and not the homogenised magnetisation of the composite. The magnetic
part due to dipole-dipole interactions of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor becomes
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M

−


15 [R

M

M

" 

 

d-d
2 X 6 [R ] · F R0
∂Ψ
[R ] ⊗ Ri0
µ
φ
mag
o
i
d-d
Pmag =
=−
5
∂F
4π γ
F Ri0
i

 

 


 #
] · F Ri0 [R ] · F Ri0 Ri0 ⊗ Ri0 F
3 [[R ] · [R ]] Ri0 ⊗ Ri0 F
+
.
7
5
F Ri0
F Ri0

M

M

M

(24)

Now, the remaining magnetic part of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor becomes
z
Pmag
=

300

∂Ψh-m
mag
=−
∂F

B ⊗ RM.

3.3.3. Viscous flow rule
v must be
To complete the formulation, the evolution of the viscous part of the deformation gradient Fpn
consistently defined. To this end, we take a linear viscous model from previous works relating the viscous
v to the viscous stress as [16, 17]
deformation rate tensor Dpn
σv
v
e
v −v −e
= Fpn
Ḟpn
Fpn Fpn = √mech
Dpn
2η

305

(25)

(26)

v is the viscous contribution to the Cauchy stress tensor σ v
where, η is the polymer viscosity and σm
mech =
v
T
Pmech F .

3.4. Numerical computation of the initial pre-stretch field
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Following the discussion presented in Section 3.1, hMAPs manufactured under the application of a magnetic
field during the curing process yield dipole-dipole interactions between the magnetised particles. Therefore,
at the reference configuration without the application of any mechanical and/or magnetic external fields,
the fulfilment of the mechanical balance requires a stress contribution from the polymeric network. This
0 ). In this section, we present a
contribution results in a pre-deformation state of the network (given by Fpn
0
numerical scheme to compute the Fpn tensor. For this, the total first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, without
any mechanical and/or magnetic external fields, is computed as

10
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 e

v
d-d
z
e
v
d-d
P |t=0 = Pmech
+ Pmech
+ Pmag
+ Pmag
− pF −T |t=0 = Pmech
|F =I + Pmech
|F =Fpnv =I + Pmag
|F =I − pI.
(27)
In addition, the hMAP must be in mechanical equilibrium when considering null external forces so that
P |t=0 = 0.

320

(28)

To ensure such a strong consistency condition, we devise a Newton-Raphson algorithm that, depending on
the residual magnetisation of the particles and their spatial distribution within the MAP, provides the pre0 of the polymeric network. For that, we define the residual as
deformation tensor Fpn
d-d
e
v
|F =I − pI = 0.
Res = Pmech
|F =I + Pmech
|F =Fpnv =I + Pmag

(29)

The stiffness or iteration matrix, can be expressed in index notation as
KiJKL =
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(30)

To compute the components of the stiffness matrix, due to the complexity of the stress formulation, we adopt
a numerical approximation scheme following the work of Miehe [38] and Johnsen et al. [27]. In this regard,
0 is perturbed as
Fpn
0,(KL)

F̂pn,±
where,
0,(KL)

∆Fpn,±
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∂ResiJ
.
0
∂Fpn,KL

=±

0,(KL)

0
= Fpn
± ∆Fpn,±



0
0
(eK ⊗ eL ) Fpn
+ (eL ⊗ eK ) Fpn
2

(31)
(32)

with  being the perturbation coefficient set to 10−8 and eK being the Cartesian base vectors with K =
1, 2, 3. Therefore, using a central difference scheme, the stiffness matrix components are computed as




0,(KL)
0,(KL)
PiJ F̂pn,+
− PiJ F̂pn,−
.
(33)
KiJKL =
2

4. Computational insights from the microstructural-based model
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This section analyses, from theoretical bases, the importance of the dipole-dipole interactions in the overall
response of hMAPs. We first evaluate the influence of such dipole-dipole interactions on the MAP prestretch. Secondly, the effects of the dipole-dipole interactions during MAP deformation under a null external magnetic field are analysed. Finally, we present a comparison of the different mechanical and magnetic
contributions to the MAP response under various magneto-mechanically coupled conditions. For all simulations presented herein, we use the material parameters summarised in Table 1, which are directly taken from
the literature [45, 54, 18, 53]. It is also important to highlight that we aim at reproducing hMAPs that are
magnetised during the curing process so that the composite reaches an equilibrium state under free-stress
condition where the polymeric network balances the dipole-dipole interactions of the magnetic particles.
In such situations, the particles are expected to align along the externally applied magnetic field. There11
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fore, we assume ideal chain-like distributions of the particles within the polymeric matrix. For a detailed
classification of particle arrangements and its implications within the MAP, see our previous work [18].
In addition, note that the dipole-to-dipole interactions are determined by the magnetisation of the particles
and the distance between them. Therefore, for the same particles-type (i.e., size and remanent magnetisation), an increase in volume fraction leads to smaller distances resulting into higher interaction forces. The
simulations have been conducted for a particle content of φ = 0.3. Moreover, to analyse the effect of this
parameter and its influence at lower values (Kim and co-authors [31, 32] reported experimental volume fractions around φ = 0.2), we perform simulations evaluating the influence of φ on the pre-stretch (see Figure
A1 in Appendix).
Table 1: Constitutive parameters used in the simulations. The parameters for the polymeric matrix contribution are taken from
[45, 18], and the parameters for the magnetic particles are taken from [54, 53]. Note that we have considered two different values
for the remanent magnetisation vector , both values directly taken from experimental data in the literature, to analyse the influence
of such an important parameter for the proposed model.

M

Mechanical parameters for 8-chain model
Ge (kP a)
Ne (−) Gv (kP a) Nv (−) η (P as)
8
12
8
5
2000
Magnetic parameters
| | (kA/m)
µr (−) µo (H/m)
205 [54]; 600 [53]
1.05
4π10−7

g (−)
10

M
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4.1. Evaluation of the influence of polymeric pre-stretch
At first, the consistency of the pre-stretch approach and its consequences are analysed in this section. For
that, we simulate uniaxial tensile deformation processes at two different strain rates under a null external
magnetic field, and considering two different realistic initial magnetisations (see discussions in [54, 53]).
Note that the magnitude of such a remanent magnetisation, along with the stiffness of the polymeric network, will determine the influence of particles’ dipole-dipole interactions. The proposed simulations are
conducted considering and neglecting the initial pre-stretch, see Figure 2. It presents the evolution of the
MAP mechanical response by plotting stress versus composite stretch (related to F ). In these simulations,
the dipole-dipole interaction due to the remanent magnetisation of the particles is considered. Such magnetic
internal forces lead to an internal stress within the MAP that, in the case of an initial stress-free state, must
result into a pre-stretch of the polymeric network so that the mechanical balance is fulfilled. The magnitude
of the polymeric pre-stretch depends on the magnitude of the magnetic interactions and, therefore, on the
initial magnitude of the magnetisation (Figure 2b). If this polymeric pre-stretch is considered, the stress of
the overall MAP at initial stage is zero (Figure 2). However, if this is not considered, a clear offset of these
curves is observed indicating an initial pre-stress state within the MAP (Figure 2). Moreover, the predictions
show an equivalent increase in the stiffness for both cases from increasing strain rate as a result of viscous
contributions (Figure 2a).
When performing the same analysis under a pure shear deformation, no significant differences are observed
for a remanent magnetisation of | | = 205kA/m (Figure 3a). However, if the remanent magnetisation
is higher, | | = 600kA/m, significant changes are observed due to longitudinal pre-stretch, although no
shear pre-stretch is appreciated for the conditions tested (Figure 3b). Regarding the influence of strain rate,
we can observe a similar increase in the stiffness for higher loading rates as in the previous simulations
under tensile loading.
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Figure 2. Model predictions under a uniaxial tensile mechanical loading for the proposed formulation accounting for an equilibrium
polymeric network component (Fpn ) and without considering such a pre-stretch state. Null external magnetic field is applied. a)
Dependence on strain rate for | | = 205kA/m; b) dependence on the remanent magnetisation for a strain rate of 0.001s−1 .
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Figure 3. Model predictions under shear mechanical loading for the proposed formulation accounting for an equilibrium polymeric
network component (Fpn ) and without considering such a pre-stretch state. Null external magnetic field is applied. a) Dependence
on strain rate for | | = 205kA/m; b) dependence on the remanent magnetisation for a shear strain rate of 0.001s−1 .
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4.2. Evaluation of the influence of dipole-dipole interactions
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This second study evaluates the influence of dipole-dipole interactions under a null external magnetic field
during mechanical deformation. The presence of magnetised particles (residual magnetisation due to the
hard-magnetic nature) results into magnetic dipole-dipole forces. These forces do not only depend on the
residual magnetisation of the particles but also on their relative distances and distribution, see Equation 24.
Therefore, if the MAP experiences any mechanical deformation process, the relative distances and orientation of the particles are changed, leading to an alteration in the dipole-dipole interactions. This effect has
indirectly been demonstrated in molecular dynamic simulations and directly relates to the nature of magnetised particles and dipole-dipole interactive forces [44]. It must be noted that most of the current continuum
modelling approaches do not account for such dipole-dipole effects, neither the macroscopic models [54]
nor the microstructural ones [53]. To evaluate such effects, we take a uniaxial tensile deformation test as
the reference one, under null external magnetic field, in which the magnetic particles are defined with null
residual magnetisation (see Figure 4). The simulation is compared with the same scenario but defining
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two different initial residual magnetisations in the particles. In the latter cases, in order to impose initial
free-stress, a pre-stretch of the polymeric network must be computed and accounted for. The results shown
in Figure 4 highlight the importance of accounting for dipole-dipole interactions during the deformation
process of a hMAP under a null external magnetic field. While previous approaches in the literature (i.e.,
[54, 53]) are accurate for small deformations, they can present certain limitations when higher deformations
are reached. In addition, the consideration of actual magnetisation dependent on the rigid body rotation but
not on the material stretch (Equation 23), according to previous experimental and numerical observations
[39, 15, 40], also influences significantly the model predictions at large deformations.

250

Nominal stress (kPa)

200

MAP without residual magnetisation
MAP with residual magnetisation, |M| = 205 kA/m
MAP with residual magnetisation, |M| = 600 kA/m
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MAP Stretch (-)

Figure 4. Model predictions for magnetised and non-magnetised MAPs. A null external magnetic field is applied while two different
remanent magnetisations are considered and a strain rate of 0.001s−1 is imposed. Note that this figure shows the importance of
accounting for dipole-dipole interactions to accurately define the mechanical behaviour under a null external magnetic field.
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In order to interpret the previous results further, we provide the evolution of the different stress components
during the deformation process (Figure 5). For hMAP stretch equal to 1, i.e., initial stress-free condition,
it can be observed the balance between the magnetic stress due to the dipole-dipole interactions and the
mechanical stress due to the polymeric network pre-stretch. As the hMAP (total) stretch increases, the mechanical contribution due to the polymeric network deformation increases; while the magnetic contribution
decreases as a consequent of larger distances between magnetic particles in turn leading to smaller interaction forces. Overall, the dipole-dipole contribution to the stress is only significant in the first stages of
the deformation process. However, the associated pre-stretch of the polymeric network has further implications in the stress response due to the offset between the hMAP and polymeric matrix effective deformations.

4.3. Evaluation of the full magneto-mechanical coupling
In this section, we present the model predictions accounting for all the magneto-mechanical responses and
their relative role. To this end, we consider two external magnetic conditions: i) a null initial external
magnetic field followed by the application of a constant magnetic field rate until reaching | | = 0.2T longitudinally to the particles’ chain-like distribution and opposite to the particles’ magnetisation direction; ii) a
constant external magnetic field of | | = 0.2T aligned to the particles’ chain-like distribution and opposite
to the particles’ magnetisation direction. In parallel to the external magnetic field, we simulate a mechanical
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Figure 5. Decomposition of the MAP stress into mechanical and magnetic dipole-dipole interaction components. A null external
magnetic field is applied, while | | = 205kA/m is considered.

deformation under uniaxial tension along the magnetic field direction. These numerical results are shown in
Figure 6.
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The most relevant observation from Figure 6 is that both mechanical and dipole-dipole interaction contributions are modulated by the deformation of the hMAP. However, the stress contribution from the Zeeman
effect does not depend on the hMAP stretch state. The mechanical contribution is determined by the deformation state of the polymeric network and its application rate. In this regard, the deformation of the hMAP
along with the initial pre-stretch of the polymeric matrix determine the actual stretch of the polymeric chains.
As these chains are stretched, the hMAP experiences an increase in stress following Equation 21. Note that
due to the viscous nature of the polymeric matrix, this stress contribution also depends on the strain rate
and strain history. Moreover, the dipole-dipole interaction contribution to the stress directly depends on
the relative distance between particles. Therefore, the deformation of the hMAP leads to changes in such
distances modulating its stress contribution according to Equation 24. For the hard-magnetic response and
in accordance with previous experimental and numerical works [39, 15, 40], we have assumed that the magnetisation does not depend on the material stretch but only on the rotation. Therefore, it is expected that
the hard-magnetic contribution to hMAP stress depends on the residual magnetisation of the particles, their
volume fraction and spatial orientation (accounting for rigid body rotations), but not on the hMAP stretch.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we present a microstructural-based constitutive model for hard-magnetic MAPs (hMAPs).
More precisely, we aim at overcoming the current modelling limitations to describe the full magnetomechanical response of hMAPs that are magnetised during the curing process. In such a scenario and
under free-stress conditions of the post-cured MAP, the composite reaches an equilibrium state where the
polymeric network balances the dipole-dipole interactions of the magnetic particles. The formulation is
developed for finite strain settings following a thermodynamically consistent approach. The model describes the overall magneto-mechanical response of the MAP considering the specific contributions of its
15
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Figure 6. Decomposition of the MAP stress into mechanical, magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, and hard magnetic components
where | | = 205kA/m is considered. An external magnetic field is applied in the magnetisation direction of the particles: a) at
a constant rate until reaching a final magnitude of 0.2T opposite to the particles’ magnetisation direction; b) constant during the
whole deformation process and with a magnitude of 0.2T opposite to the particles’ magnetisation direction.
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phases. Thus, within a single framework, the constitutive model accounts for polymeric network pre-stretch,
dipole-dipole interactions, Zeeman effect and viscous mechanisms. After presenting the formulation and its
numerical implementation, we use the model to analyse, from theoretical bases, the importance of dipoledipole interactions in the overall response of hMAPs. The numerical results reveal that a pre-deformation
of the polymeric network is required to reach consistent mechanical balance in the presence of magnetised
particles. This pre-deformation state of the polymeric matrix results are important if the model is directly
fed from properties of the microstructural components. In addition, the alteration of the distances between
particles during the MAP deformation leads to changes in the dipole-dipole interactions affecting the overall response of the composite. This effect is shown important especially when simulating the mechanical
response of the magnetised MAP under a null external magnetic field.
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Appendix A. Evaluation of particles’ volume fraction and residual magnetisation on MAP pre-stretch
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This appendix analyses the effect of the particles’ volume fraction φ and residual magnetisation of the particles | | on the pre-stretch. Related numerical results are presented in Figure A.1. It can be observed
that higher volume fractions lead to smaller distances between particles and, therefore, to higher pre-stretch
due to dipole-dipole interactions. Moreover, an increase in the residual magnetisation results in stronger
magnetic forces between particles leading to an increase in the pre-stretch. A relevant recent work is due
to Yan et al. [50], in which the authors developed a robust mechanism to control the buckling strength
of (hard-magnetic) shells in a dynamic fashion by means of magneto-mechanical coupling. The authors

M

16

conducted experiments showing that low particle volume fraction ( 7%) does not affect the overall performance. These results are consistent with our numerical simulations (Figure A.1) where, depending on the
particles’ magnetisation, show that low particles’ volume fractions lead to negligible pre-stretches and lower
magneto-mechanical coupling.
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Figure A.1. Influence of the initial pre-stretch due to dipole-to-dipole interactions on particles’ volume fraction and residual
magnetisation.
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